
PAIR GBPUSD Market View:

DATE & TIME

CHARTING TIMEZONE

TO DO LONG SHORT

Entry Point: (waiting) 1.5385 1.5440

TP 1: 1.5450 1.5280

TP 2: 1.5520 1.5200

SL 1: 1.5350

SL 2: 1.5300

RRR 1: (Return to risk) 1.86 2.00

RRR 2: (Return to risk) 1.59 -0.02

Weekly view

Daily View

H4 View

23/6/2013

The Sterling Pound has showed strong bearish movement after the FOMC meeting minutes showed possible 

tapering of the QE. We noted that whenever there's bear engulf pattern forming in weekly view, the next week 

is high likely be strong bear as well. Given this view, I believe that in the longer run, the GBPUSD probably will 

be head south once again, looking to 1.5000 as key support level. Prior to that, am expecting other support 

area such as 1.5280 and 1.5190. Nevertheless, we note that because the movement of the GBPUSD i 

temporary, is sudden, followed by small movement down creating divergence in the H4 & H1 view, I would 

maintain a BUY position for short  run movement.

WEEK 26

1.5520

Notice for the past 3-4 years, every bear engulfing signalled a 
strong bear, which is followed by more bears joining in the 
force. Similarly, last week closing was a strong bearish 
movement creating 3rd bear engulfing near this price range.  
1.5600 - 1.5850.  

bear engulf hitting at 
the 100/200SMAs line, 
signalled the bears > 
bulls at that level. 

Likewise, the MACD/RSI 
still show no sign of 
divergence at the 
previous bottom.  

There isn't any divergence in 
the MACD/RSI. It is similar to 
previous movement. 

There isn't any divergence in the MACD/RSI. It is similar to previous movement. The 
temporary break-out from 200SMAs showed to be short-lived and since then we see 
a contunation of downtrend movement. seems to be hitting the channel upper 
trendline as well, which is near 61.8% retracement. 

MACD/RSI shows of an 
uptrend movement.  
When the sterling pound 
retraced down, there is 
divergence in MACD/RSI 
movement 

100SMAs cross 200SMAs 

Notice of a piercing pattern 
formed at previous high 
shows that the bulls force is 
still there.  In fact, if you 
noticed, the bull force is 
always there on each 
support level suggests that 
the GBPUSD is not going 
down that soon. My guess is 
there will be some struggle 
for the bear to push the 
price down. 



H1 View

50% retracement 

Notice that when the GBPUSD breakout from previous low support, two times it tried to re-test to head back 
but only to find more bear force at that level tells of a strong bears.  
And when it hits previous high support level, it stopped and hits back. 
At the same time, note that the MACD/RSI short run is showing divergence in price action. This consistute to 
the believe that the GBPUSD might be heading upwards for to retest resistance again. 


